Summary of Changes: Project Winnebago and History/ES 339, "Public History"
By Gabriel Loiacono (History)
I applied to the Winnebago Project in order to have help thinking about how I would
teach a course that is new to me: History/Environmental Studies 339, "Public History."
Having worked, once upon a time, as a U.S. Park Ranger at an historical site, and having
reflected much on the field of public history, I felt more or less prepared to teach public
history from an historian's point of view. I was not, however, comfortable with the
Environmental Studies aspect of this course. Project Winnebago helped me to become more
comfortable with that aspect.
The thrust of the "Public History" course is to examine and evaluate how different
kinds of public historians have presented history to popular audiences in a variety of venues.
Some venues are traditional and obvious: museums, memorials, and historically-oriented
national parks. Other venues are less obvious, like genealogy, literature, film, and politics, or
are newer, like digital resources. Another venue of public history that was less obvious to me
was the natural environment, especially "preserved" natural environments. These, too,
present visitors with a vision of what the past has looked like. Moreover, efforts to preserve
natural environments (e.g. Yosemite National Park) are not so distinct from efforts to preserve
built environments (e.g. Gettysburg National Battlefield or George Washington's birthplace).
Both assume that there is something important that could be lost without our efforts to
preserve it, and both direct the public's attention to the theme of sustainability. These efforts
almost always highlight some part of the natural landscape and, variously, encourage visitors
to actively participate in the sustainability of something: the natural environment or civic
traditions or intellectual and cultural commitments, or a combination of those.
In this syllabus, the first I have made for this course, the theme of sustainability
appears in a big way in weeks six and seven, when students will read Gregory Summers's
Consuming Nature: Environmentalism in the Fox River Valley, 1850-1950, a local history
which focuses both on pollution and preservation in our own neighborhood, as well as two
chapters of Mike Wallace's Mickey Mouse History focusing on the theme of "preservation."
In those weeks this course will attempt to plumb the connections between historical and
environmental preservation, and to see how the two efforts are allied or not.
Throughout the course, however, I will continually touch on the themes of
sustainability and preservation, and explore the ways in which this language developed by the
environmentalist movement can be used to describe public history. Although not every week
will focus on these themes, I suspect that they will come up far more often than was at first
obvious to me.
Finally, this course being cross-listed with Environmental Studies, students who wish
to may focus their final project, the creation of a piece of public history, on an environmental
topic. They could, for example, create a walking tour of a natural setting, highlighting its
history and current situation. Alternatively, they could create a website focused on a
particular environmental history.
In these ways, I hope, this course on public history will be quite cutting-edge. By
foregrounding the themes of sustainability and preservation, this course will forward students'
understanding of those themes as well as others in public history. Thank you very much for
your help. The Winnebago Project was richly rewarding.

